
 
 
Abstract—FAQ system can make user find answer to the problem 

that puzzles them. But now the research on Chinese FAQ system is 
still on the theoretical stage. This paper presents an approach to 
semantic inference for FAQ mining. To enhance the efficiency, a 
small pool of the candidate question-answering pairs retrieved from 
the system for the follow-up work according to the concept of the 
agriculture domain extracted from user input .Input queries or 
questions are converted into four parts, the question word segment 
(QWS) 、the verb segment (VS), the concept of agricultural areas 
segment (CS), the auxiliary segment (AS). A semantic matching 
method is presented to estimate the similarity between the semantic 
segments of the query and the questions in the pool of the candidate. A 
thesaurus constructed from the HowNet, a Chinese knowledge base, is 
adopted for word similarity measure in the matcher. The questions are 
classified into eleven intension categories using predefined question 
stemming keywords. For FAQ mining, given a query, the question part 
and answer part in an FAQ question-answer pair is matched with the 
input query, respectively. Finally, the probabilities estimated from 
these two parts are integrated and used to choose the most likely 
answer for the input query. These approaches are experimented on an 
agriculture FAQ system. Experimental results indicate that the 
proposed approach outperformed the FAQ-Finder system in 
agriculture FAQ retrieval. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
HE explosive pace at which information appears on the 
Internet implies that search engines have become 

fundamental to Internet usage. Navigating the Internet to obtain 
specific information is occasionally frustrating, labor intensive, 
and time-consuming. In the recent decade, question answering 
(QA) systems have been designed to identify the most similar 
question-answer pairs with respect to user queries by 
conventional keyword-based methods. However, 
keyword-based methods only focus on high-recall retrieval of 
relevant documents. Inadequate information from keyword 
query reduces the retrieval precision of the keyword-based 
approach. Natural language queries can easily capture more 
complete and precise query information than keyword-based 
queries. More sophisticated semantic representation and 
matching method for natural language queries are necessary to 
obtain high precision retrieval [1], [2]. Rather than generating  
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the desired answers in QA systems, FAQ systems retrieve 
existing QA pairs from the files moderated by the domain 
experts. FAQ and question formulation systems using a natural 
language interface have recently attracted significant attention. 
Ontology has been adopted for semantic Interpretation [4], [5]. 
Shallow filtering patterns have been adopted to improve search 
precision [6]. Burke et al. combined the lexicon and semantic 
features to extract semantic components automatically from a 
corpus of questions in FAQ-Finder [3]. Soricut and Brill 
considered a question as a distorted answer in their statistical 
noisy channel model [7]. Sneiders interpreted query structures 
by prioritizing keyword matching and question templates based 
on entity slots and created an FAQ finding system using 
case-based reasoning [8]. Chung-Hsien Wu adopts syntactic 
parser to parse the question category segments of the query and 
question. The similarity between two question category 
segments is estimated from the similarity between two QS 
parse trees [9].  

Although in the past open-domain systems were a hot topic 
for QA systems and information retrieval. A domain-specific 
FAQ retrieval system with high content-to-noise ratio is still a 
core research topic for practical consideration. This 
investigation focuses on agriculture domain FAQ retrieval 
using independent aspects. Semantic-based FAQ system 
usually calculates the similarity of user input queries with all of 
the system’s QA pairs. With the popularity of the Internet and 
the rapid increase of the network information the database 
increases rapid. The system is inefficiencies to match user’s 
questions with the QA pairs of FAQ database one by one.  

This study presents a method that extracts the concept of the 
agriculture domain from user input for get a small pool of the 
candidate question-answering pairs and can exactly pinpoint a 
user’s question category by structurally analyzing the 
Noun-Phrase of a sentence to find questions with the same 
areas of concern. Input queries or questions are converted into 
three parts, question word segment (QWS) 、keyword segment 
(KS) and Noun-Phrase segment (NPS). In this investigation, a 
query is defined as the user’s input in the retrieval phase and a 
question is the question part of the question-answering pairs in 
the training corpus. Similarly, the keyword segment (KS) is fed 
into both question matcher and answer matcher for concept 
matching based on HowNet and the vector space model, 
respectively. Finally, a Scoring strategy is adopted to estimate 
the combination factors to yield the best performance. 
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II. FRAMEWORK OF THE AGRICULTURE FAQ SYSTEM 
Adomain-specific FAQ retrieval system with high 

content-to-noise ratio is a core research topic for practical 
consideration. In this investigation, a query is defined as the 
user’s input in the retrieval phase and a question is the question 
part of the question-answering pairs in the training corpus. This 
study focuses on agriculture domain FAQ retrieval using 
independent aspects. Semantic-based FAQ system usually 
calculates the similarity of user input queries with all of the 
system’s QA pairs. With the popularity of the Internet and the 
rapid increase of the network information the database 
increases rapid. The system is inefficiencies to match user’s 
questions with the QA pairs of FAQ database one by one. This 
paper presents a method that extracts the concept of the 
agriculture domain from user input for get a small pool of the 
candidate question-answering pairs. Queries using natural 
language are first converted into word sequences by Part of 
Speech (POS). Four segments are extracted from the query, the 
question word segment (QWS) 、the verb segment (VS), the 
concept of agricultural areas segment (CS), the auxiliary 
segment (AS), the auxiliary segment is a set of nouns and 
adjectives which is an additional interpretation part of the 

concept of agricultural areas segment. Then, a probabilistic 
mixture model based on the independent aspects provides a 
powerfully transparent for the causal relation and identifies the 
desired answer from the answer part of the QA pairs. Fig. 1 
illustrates the framework of the described FAQ retrieval 
system. 

A thesaurus constructed from the HowNet, a Chinese 
knowledge base, is adopted for word similarity measure in the 
matcher. The similarity between the query and a question is 
obtained by combining the similarity four segments. In the 
answer matcher, we used the method mentioned by 
Chung-Hsien Wu [9], the vector space model (VSM) is applied 
to measure the similarity between the keyword strings of the 
query and every answer in the pool of the candidate by 
checking whether the collocation determined by the keyword 
segment of input corresponds to the term that may be the 
answer. The question-answering pair candidates with similar 
scores are eventually ranked and fed to the mixture model 
scoring strategy, which is employed to combine the scores from 
the above matching processes. A list of ranked question-answer 
pair candidates relevant to the input query is derived from the 
combined scores.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Framework of the internet agriculture domain FAQ retrieval system
 

 
III.  CONCEPTUAL MODELS 

Ontology is the specification of conceptualizations which 
provides a shared and common understanding of domain 
knowledge that can be communicated, integrated, and reused 
among people and application systems. Ontology comprises 
primarily two necessary parts, the definition of concepts and 
the relations among them. Formal ontologies that structure 
underlying data      for the purpose of comprehensive and 

transportable machine understanding are foundation of the 
Semantic Web. With the rapid development of Semantic Web, 
many domain ontologies have been built. For built agriculture 
domain Conceptual Models，We got the ontology library from 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
(http://www.fao.org/aims/tools_onto.jsp). Two classes 
described below as examples: 
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1.<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.fao.org/aos/agrovoc#c_8174"> 

      <rdfs:label xml:lang="EN">Vegetables</rdfs:label> 
      <rdfs:label xml:lang="ZH">蔬菜</rdfs:label> 
      <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.fao.org/aos/agrovoc#c_8171"/> 

</owl:Class> 
2.<owl:Class rdf:about="http://www.fao.org/aos/agrovoc#c_8478"> 

      <rdfs:label xml:lang="EN">Yams</rdfs:label> 
      <rdfs:label xml:lang="ZH">山药</rdfs:label> 
      <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.fao.org/aos/agrovoc#c_8174"/> 

</owl:Class> 
By using conceptual model of domain ontology, we can get a conceptual tree, as shown in Fig. 2: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Concept tree of agriculture 
 
 

IV.  CANDIDATE POOL 

In the experiment, we found that in general the centre word 
and the question words of the question are the core of the 
question. We discovered that in question time the general users 
only care about the specific aspects of the problem. For 
example: when the user input: “how to grow watermelon” or 
“What will be the prospects of the cow market”, the user only 
wants to know the specific aspects of the “cow” and the 
“Watermelon”. Therefore, we only need to calculate QA pairs 
of this regard in the FAQ database which was similar with the 
users’ queries. By using agricultural Ontology this paper 
extract the concept of knowledge in agriculture, index FAQ 
database. When inquiry, first search the area concept in order to 
get the set options. 

V.  MIXTURE SIMILARITY 

The FAQ retrieval system compares the user query with 
every one of the pool of the candidate QA pairs. In this paper 
QA pairs can be interpreted based on a set of independent 
aspects, S= { qwss , vss , css , ass , as }.The similarity QA pairs 

and their associated queries is defined by the mixtures 

as ( , ) ( , )s s s
s S

Sim QA q w sim QA q
∈

=∑ , where q denotes the 

query and QA is a QA pair. The similarity of two word 
according to The Word Similarity Computing method 
Proposed by Qun Liu[11]. 

A.  Concept Segment Similarity 
The similarity of the CS between of the query and the 

question is derived from the distance of two concepts, 
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( , )cs csSim QA q
d
α
α

=
+

 Where d is the distance 

of csQA , csq in concept tree of agriculture,α is an adjustable 
parameters. 

B.  Question -Words Similarity 
In the question matcher, the question stemming words are 

divided into eleven categories. We expanded the question 
stemming words of the Hownet for this study. The category of 
the query and the FAQ questions are used for question words 
segment matching. The word similarity of the question 
stemming words between the query and the question is also 
determined. In the FAQ database, intension is the important 
factor for an interrogative sentence. Therefore, eleven 
categories for question stemming words listed in Table I for the 
questions is derived based on the question stemming keywords. 
The question stems are used as coarse clues in the identification 
of the expected answer types. The similarity of the one QA pair 
with respect to aspect QWS and query q is defined as: 

qsw qsw qsw

word q-wordq-word

Sim (query ,Q ) 

               = Sim (query ,Q )σ
 

Where σ =1 if the query’s question-words and question’s 
question-words belong to the same category and σ =0 if not. 

C.  Verb Segment Similarity 
A set of verb were extracted from the query and the question. 

All word of the query’s set of verb has a weight, which was 
determined by the length between this word and the center 
word of the sentence, the center word in this study is the 
concept of the agriculture field which extracted from the query. 
The weight varies inversely with the length. For all word of the 
query’s set of verb, select a verb from the question‘s set of verb, 
which most similar to it .If there is not a word similar to it, it 
matches with null. The Verb Segment Similarity is translating 
into the weighted average of every verb. 

D.  Auxiliary Segment Similarity 
This similarity is same to the Verb Segment. Final similarity 

is the weighted average similarity of each word in the auxiliary 
set. 

E.  Answer Similarity 
In calculate the similarity of Answer part of the query and the 

answer, the calculation method [9] is adapted to computing. 
The query and the answer in a QA pair are compared with the 
VSM-based approach [12]. Two sets of words other than stop 
words, extracted from the query sentence and the answer in the 
QA pair, are represented as two descriptions vectors 

1 2{ , , }nu a a a= ……  and 1 2v { , , }nb b= ……b , 
respectively, by the TF-IDF measure. 

VI.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

An agriculture domain FAQ retrieval system was 
constructed in order to evaluate the proposed approach. The 
QA pairs were collected from the websites and contain a total 
of 11208 agriculture QA pairs. 100 Artificial queries are given 
the answer part of the QA pairs. On average, each query 
corresponds to the answers from 25.40 QA pairs, and there are 
5.50 terms per query. The baseline FAQ-Finder system [6] and 
Keyword FAQ were evaluated for comparison. Finally, the 
experimental results demonstrate that this study can effectively 
improve the performance of the agriculture domain FAQ 
retrieval system compared to the baseline FAQ-Finder system. 

TABLE I 
TAXONOMY OF THE QUESTION STEMMING 

Type Function Word Intension 
1 怎样(what is the state)|怎么样(what is the 

state)|如何(what is the state) 
状态(state) 

2 怎(how)|怎么(how)|怎样(how)|怎么样(how)|
如何(how)|怎的(how)|怎么办(how to do)|什
么方法(the method is)|怎么样办(how to do) |
什么办法(the method is) 

方法(how) 

3 哪些(what for plural)|哪样(what one)|何许
(what)|什么 (what)|何种 (what kind)|哪种
(what kind) |何谓 (what is)||什么是 (what 
kind)||是什么 (what kind)||什么意思 (what 
means)| 

什么(what) 

4 哪 (where)|哪儿 (where)|哪里 (where)|何在
(where)|何处(where)|什么地方|什么地点|哪
有 (where)|哪个地方 (where)|哪些地方
(where) 

地点(where) 

5 为何(for what)|为啥(for what)|为什么(why)|
缘何(for what)|干吗(why)|何以(why)|何故
(why)|什么原因(what is the reason) 

原因(why) 

6 多(how)|多么(how)|何等(what degree is)|何
其(how)|什么程度(how) 

程 度
(degree) 

7 若干(how about)|多少(how about)|几多(how 
many/much)|几(how about)|几个(what is the 
number)|几许(how about) 

数 量
(quantity) 

8 是 … 吗 (is)| 是 否 (is…… or not)| 有 无
(have…… or not)|有没(have…… or not)|有
没有(have…… or not)|是不是(is…… or not) 

正 反
(whether) 

9 什么关系 (what is the relation)|什么关联
(what is the relation) 

关 系
(relation) 

10 可否(may)|能否(may)|能不能(can or not)|能
够不能够(can or not)|能不能够(can or not)|
可以不(can or not)|可以不可以(can or not)|
能不(can or not)|可能不(can or not) 

能 力
(capability) 

11 多久(how long)|何时(what time)|几时(what 
time)|什么时候(what time)|什么时间(what 
time)|哪时(what time)|哪个时候(what time) 

时 间
(when) 
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Fig. 4 Precision-recall rate curves for FAQ system 
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